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Prevas automating Norway. Major order to Prevas. 
Prevas will be delivering new robotic and automation solutions to a company in the 
automotive industry. The undertaking includes new production lines with about 20 
industrial robots and associated control of the plants. 

To achieve increased production capacity and flexibility, four new production lines are being built. 

Prevas has received full responsibility for project management, engineering, production, installation, 
programming and commissioning of the equipment.  

“Prevas’ solid reputation, long-term collaboration and previously deliveries of similar assignments for 
customers have all paved the way for this order,” says Lars-Erik Forsberg, sales manager for robotic 
solutions at Prevas.  

Delivery will extend through most of 2020 with a final partial delivery in the spring of 2021.  

Since 1985, Prevas has met challenges and found opportunities in industries where demands are especially 
high. For efficient and sustainable manufacturing, for example, automation and robotics solutions are 
needed. Modern robotics solutions provide higher production rates and quality, less downtime and lower 
costs. Prevas has extensive experience from providing robotics solutions and systems for control and 
supervision of robot cells. We have resources in advanced robot programming both for new investment 
projects and for tuning of existing robot cells based on analyze to improve yield, cycle times and output. 

  

 

 

For more information, contact 
Lars-Erik Forsberg, Sales Manager for System & Robot Solutions, Västerås, Prevas AB, Mobil: +46 70 533 62 45, E-mail: lars-erik.forsberg@prevas.se  
Johan Strid, President & CEO, Prevas AB, Mobile: +46 703 79 10 61, E-mail: johan.strid@prevas.se 
 
About Prevas 
Prevas is a development hub with ingenuity at its core. With a high technical competence and a deep business understanding, we help customers from a 
wide variety of industries benefit through continuous technological innovation. Good for people, planet, and profit. Prevas was established in 1985 and 
currently employs 600 people in Sweden, Denmark and Norway. Prevas is listed on NASDAQ Stockholm since 1998. For more information about Prevas, 
visit www.prevas.com.  
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